Individual Homework. Turn in the following:

1. Write a short description of the work you did for the project over the last week. Focus your write up on: (1) clearly describing what you set out to do for the week; (2) clearly describing what you accomplished; and (3) reflecting on what went well for you during the week (in terms of progress), what didn’t, and what you will try to do to improve your productivity or teamwork within your team.

Project Homework. This part should be done with your team. This week you should focus on doing quality work with your project. Work on the following as a group and hand in all work items asked for as a single copy on the due date. Your team should be doing the second week of your fourth “sprint”. At the end of the week (next Tuesday), your team must:

1. Turn in a completed task sheet from this week and an initially filled out task sheet for next week.
2. Continue to use GitHub to store all of your project documents, source code, etc.
3. A short description of the results of your sprint review and retrospective meeting(s). Your write up should include the stories you worked on, the stories you completed and didn’t complete, and what you decided to “demo” for the sprint. In addition, provide the feedback you received on your work from your advisor, sponsor, and so on.